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NY Income Taxation of Business Entities - Background
 Federal Income Taxation
• Entity level taxation
• C corporations
• Pass-through entities that check the box

• Owner level taxation
• Pass through entities
• S corporations
• Disregarded entities

 Most states
• Majority of states follow the above approach to income taxation, although some states impose an
entity level tax on pass-through entities.
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NY Income Taxation of Business Entities– Pass-through Entities

 Pass-through entities
• Still owner level taxation, consistent with federal income tax treatment, BUT…
• Pass-through entities pays “estimated tax” on New York source income of nonresident partners.
• Unlike in many states, source income is determined using nonresident INDIVIDUAL sourcing rules
under NY Tax Law § 631.

 S corporations
• Same as above – entity level estimated tax must be paid based on nonresident owners.
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NY Income Taxation of Business Entities– NYC Differences - UBT
 NYC imposes an unincorporated business tax (“UBT”) on pass-through entities
• Entity level tax.
• Partnerships, limited liability companies that do not check the box are subject to the tax.
• Key exemptions: (1) purchasing holding and selling securities for own account; (2) holding, leasing, or
managing real property.
• Cannot deduct partner compensation or expenses (considered owners).
• Can deduct payments to employees.
• Return not required if < $95,000 in allocable income.
• Rate is 4%.
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NY Income Taxation of Business Entities– NYC Differences – S
corporations
 NYC Entity Level Tax on S corporations
• NYC, unlike NYS and the federal government, imposes an entity-level tax on S corporations (the old
General Corporation Tax).
• Only S corporations now pay the GCT.
• Previously tax was paid by all corporations doing business in NYC.
• Does not reflect market-based sourcing or any other aspects of NY corporate tax reform.
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NY Income Taxation of Business Entities– NYC Differences –
Apportionment
 NYC Apportionment
• C corporations – market based sourcing under corporate tax reform rules.
• S corporations – where services are performed sourcing under old corporate tax system that still
applies to S corporations.
• Partnerships and pass-through entities- sourcing under UBT rules.

 Other items to be aware of:
• NYS has contemplated a state-level unincorporated business tax. Discussion drafts have been
released.
• Employer compensation expense tax. Optional. $10,000 federal SALT deduction limitation
workaround.
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Unanticipated NY Taxes
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Unanticipated New York Taxes – the NYC Commercial Rent Tax

 Overview
• NYC CRT is imposed on tenants paying annualized gross rent of $250,000 or more (tax not charged
or collected by landlord) for leased real property in Manhattan south of 96th Street.
• Tax rate is 6%, but base reduction reduces rate to 3.9%.
• Tax base includes most amounts that must be paid to the landlord.
• Pay both annual and quarterly.

 Controversial issue
• Applicability of the CRT to billboard signs at Times Square.
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Unanticipated New York Taxes – Controlling Interest Transfer Tax

 Overview
• NYS and NYC impose a real estate transfer tax on transfers of real
estate.
• Tax not only applies to deed transfers, but also to controlling interests
(over 50%) in real property.
• Example: an LLC has title to real estate. 60% of the membership
interests in the LLC are transferred. Tax is triggered.

 Issues that arise
• Tiered entities.
• Constitutionality of imposing the tax where the sale is of foreign stock.
• In re Corwood Enterprises case – sale of Four Seasons Hotel on 57th
Street indirectly through sale of foreign stock (see public domain
photo to the right). Imposition of transfer tax did not violate Due
Process Clause or Commerce Clause.
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Unanticipated New York Taxes – the MCTMT

 Overview
• Metropolitan Commuter Transportation Mobility Tax (“MCTMT”) – payroll tax.
• Applies to employers in the MCT District (NYC + nearby counties) with quarterly payrolls exceeding
$312,500.

 Tax Base
• Wages or compensation paid to employees within the District.

 Rate
• $312,500 - $374,999 – .0011
• $375,000 - $437,499 - .0023
• $437,500 - .0034

 Constitutionality of tax upheld
• See Mangano v. Silver.
• Challenge was based on assertion “home rule approval” needed under NY Constitution.
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Unanticipated New York Taxes – Stock Transfer Tax

 Overview
• Stock transfer tax is imposed on sale or transfer of stock, stock certificates, etc.

 Paying the tax
•
•
•
•

Step One: purchase or obtain tax stamps;
Step Two: affix tax stamps to stock certificate;
Step Three: cancel tax stamps so they can’t be used again.
Step Four: obtain rebate for amount paid for tax stamps (tax fully refundable).

 Computing the tax
• Rate depends on share price. Tops out at $0.05 per share for shares selling for $20 or more per
share.

 Should this tax be repealed?
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NY’s Approach to Sales Tax
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Sales Tax – Overview

 Administration
•
•
•
•

There is a state rate of 4%.
Countries and cities are authorized to have their own rates.
NYC: 8.875%.
The NYS Department of Taxation and Finance administers and collects the tax state-wide, including
for NYC.

 Approach to Wayfair
• $500,000 in in-state sales AND 100 transactions.
• Sales OF TANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY only (more on this later).

 Subject to Sales Tax
• Sales of Tangible Personal Property
• Certain Services
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Sales Tax – Taxability – Cloud Computing

 Online services and Cloud Computing Products
• The NYSDTF generally takes the position that most online services are tangible personal property.
• Logic: (1) canned software is tangible personal property; (2) cloud computing and online services
constitute remotely accessed software, and since all customers are accessing the same software the
products are “canned” they are tangible personal property.
• See TSB-A-08(62)S (November 24, 2008).
• Prior to this advisory opinion, administrative guidance generally suggested that online services were a
non-taxable service, rather than taxable as tangible personal property.
• Upshot: many “start-ups” and small companies that sell online services should, in the view of the NY
tax department, be registered and collecting NY sales tax on sales to NY customers.
• Since NY considers this “tangible personal property,” potential NY nexus is over $500K in sales
annually to NY customers and over 100 transactions.
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Sales Tax – Taxability – Information services

 Information Services
• Only a handful of other states tax this service.
• Definition:
• “Furnishing of information by printed, mimeographed or multigraphed matter….including the services of
collecting, compiling, or analyzing information of any kind or nature and furnishing reports thereof to other
persons…” NY Tax Law § 1105(c)(1).

• Expanding interpretation:
• TSB-M-10(7)S (July 19, 2010).
• Guidance lists examples including, genealogical research services, investment reports, employment history
reports, sports scouting reports, people locator services, patent search services, online address directory
services, online dating services, etc.

• Key exclusion
• Does not apply to “the furnishing of information which is personal or individual in nature and which is or may
not be substantially incorporated in reports furnished to other persons…” NY Tax Law § 1105(c)(1).
• But See Wegman’s case.
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Sales Tax – Taxability – Responsible Officer Liability

 Overview
• NY generally imposes personal liability on individuals for sales tax liabilities. See NY §§ 1133(a),
1131(1).
• This is true even in situations where no tax was collected.
• Example: a start-up company does not realize that the online diet plans it is selling through a
subscription service are subject to NY sales tax. It fails to collect sales tax. NY will assess the
company, and the owners/responsible officers will also be responsible for uncollected sales tax, plus
interest, plus penalties.

 Determining who is a responsible officer
• Facts and circumstances tests.
• Hiring and firing ability, ability to write checks, etc.

 Caveat Emptor
• The NYS DTF takes the position that even passive investors in LLCs and pass-through entities are
“owners” and hence responsible officers responsible for sales tax liabilities.
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Sales Tax – Taxability – Sales of Business Assets

 Lack of a Meaningful Occasional Sales Exemption for Sellers of Business
Assets
• In many states, the sale of business assets (fixtures, etc.) is often exempt from sales tax as an
“occasional sale” or an “isolated sale.”
• NY does NOT have a strong exemption in this area.
• Accordingly, bulk sales of business assets are in many cases subject to NY sales tax.

 Successor Liability
• A purchaser of a bulk sale of NY business assets will inherit any sales tax liabilities of the seller under
NY’s “bulk sales” law. See NY Tax Law § 1141(c).
• There is a procedure that can be followed to notify the Department of the sale, withhold proceeds from
the sale, and avoid successor liability for sales tax. See Form AU-196.10.
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NY’s Approach to Corporate Tax
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NY’s Approach to Corporate Tax – Overview

 Overview
• The 2014-2015 New York State Budget radically changed the NY corporate tax system.
• New York City largely conformed to the NY changes.
• These changes are still a work in progress (final regulations have not been released).

 Goals of Reform
• Modernization – “recognize the shift to a service and knowledge-based economy”
• Treat everyone alike – eliminate 9-A and 32 distinction (different rules for banking corporations and
general business corporations).
• Make New York competitive – follow the trends of other states.
• “Lower the rates” – to make the reforms more politically palatable, rates were lowered, including
lowering the rate for certain qualified manufacturers to 0%.
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NY’s Approach to Corporate Tax – Combined Reporting

 Old System
• Used to have default separate entity reporting.
• Combination permitted or required if: (1) commonly owned; (2) distortion; (3) unitary; and then later (4)
substantial intercompany transactions.
• Led to lots of audit fights and uncertainty about when combination required.

 New System
• Mandatory unitary combined reporting.
• Combination required if corporations are: (1) more than 50% commonly owned; and (2) engaged in a
unitary business. NY Tax Law § 210-C.
• New system seems to have greatly reduced, if not eliminated, the audit activity in this area.
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NY’s Approach to Corporate Tax – Tax Base

 Old System
• Radically different from many other states.
• Subsidiary capital, investment capital. Special rules.
• Alien corporations taxed on worldwide income.

 New System
•
•
•
•
•

(1) Start with federal taxable income for domestic corporations or ECI for alien corporations
(2) Apply New York modifications to arrive at entire net income (“ENI”)
(3) ENI – investment income and other exempt income = “business income.”
(4) Pay tax on “business income.”
For purposes of (3) above, “investment income” is long term stock holdings and income that cannot
constitutionally be included in the tax base. Certain CFC income and unitary dividends are “exempt
income” not included in business income. See NY Tax Law § 208.5, 208.6, 208.6-a, 208.8.
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NY’s Approach to Corporate Tax – Sourcing / Apportionment

 Old System
• Services sourced based on where performed.
• “Other receipts” sourced to where “earned.”
• Led to significant controversies. See Catalyst litigation for example.

 New System
• Market based sourcing adopted. NY Tax Law § 210-A.
• Special rules for sourcing certain categories of receipts.
• Individual customers (humans) generally deemed to have received benefit at billing address, whereas
for business customers supposed to consider “books and records” and exercise “due diligence” to
“apply the primary rule of where the benefit is received.”
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NY’s Approach to Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
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NY’s Approach to Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

 Overview - $10,000 limitation
• New York Governor Andrew Cuomo described the $10,000 state and local tax deduction limitation as
an “economic missile” launched by Trump and the federal government at New Yorkers and others
living in blue states.

 Lawsuit to challenge the $10,000 limitation
• Case was filed by NY and several other “blue” states.
• Argument was that limitation was unconstitutionally coercive or impinged on state sovereignty.
• Discussed in September 2019.

 Workarounds
• Charitable contributions – convert property tax to charitable contribution
• State payroll tax – convert income tax payment to payment made by company (fully deductible
business expense). Also known as the “Employer Compensation Expense Program.”
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NY Tax Audits and Administrative Appeal Process
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NY Tax Audits

 State Tax Administration
• New York State taxes are administered by the New York State Department of Taxation and Finance,
under the direction of the Commissioner. NY Tax Law § 170.1.
• The Commissioner is appointed by the Governor.

 Overview of the Audit Division
• 10 District Office Locations, including a Location in Chicago, Illinois.
• The New York State Department of Taxation and Finance employs desk auditors (auditors who work
from an office location and do not visit taxpayers, but rather conduct audits by IDR).
• It also employs field auditors (auditors who work from an office location and spend considerable time
in the field, visiting taxpayers to inspect books and records).
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NY Tax Audits

 Auditors – Staffing
• In almost all cases, auditors focus on a single audit area (e.g., personal income taxes, transactions
taxes, or corporate income taxes).
• Auditors report to a team leader.
• Each office has a section head that is responsible for all the audits in a certain area conducted at that
office.
• There is also Field Audit Management or FAM in Albany – they offer input and are the technical
specialists with the broadest understanding of the Department’s approach to certain issues.

 Audit Selection Process
• The audit section process is somewhat of a “black box.”
• Some business models and tax return characteristics are more likely to result in an audit, and there is
no way to guarantee that a business or company will not be audited.
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NY Tax Audits

 Discoverability of the Audit File in NY
• Public records available under Article 6 (Sections 84) of the NYS Public Officers Law.
• Statute provides the public with right to access records maintained by NY government agencies with certain
exceptions (modeled on federal FOIA).
• Result: many documents generated during audits may be obtained by request.
 Moody’s case.
• Moody’s made a request to file corporate tax returns using market based sourcing.
• Made request to obtain documents concerning Division’s sourcing of credit rating receipts for tax years 2004
through present and in connection with audit.
• Court upholds not providing documents as “deliberative, non-final intra-agency materials” subject to public interest
privilege exception from disclosure.
• Based on case, factual determination must be made on whether documents are subject to disclosure.
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NY Tax Audits

 Notices and Legal Significance
• Statement of Proposed Audit Changes (AKA, “thirty day letters”). 30 days before issuing a
statutory notice the Department will issues a statement of proposed audit changes..
• Notice of Deficiency (or Determination). This is a statutory document (legal notice). Unless the
taxpayer appeals this document within 90 days the taxpayer will lose appeal rights and the matter will
go to collections (note: under some circumstances, the taxpayer still may have the option of paying
the tax, then filing a refund claim to get the money back). Note that a 30 day window for responding
to a notice of deficiency or determination exists in limited cases, such was where a fraud penalty has
been imposed.
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NY Tax Audits – BCMS

 Overview of BCMS
• The Bureau of Conciliation and Mediation Services (“BCMS”) is the NY State Tax Department’s
equivalent to the IRS’s Office of Appeals.
• Unlike at the IRS’s Office of Appeals, the auditor appears at BCMS and presents the tax department’s
case. Sometimes an audit supervisor or another representative will appear with the auditor or in lieu
of the auditor.
• Conferees can uphold, modify, or overturn notices of deficiency.
• It is common for the tax department to make a proposal to settle a case at BCMS. The auditor
transmits the offer to the conferee. The conferee then transmits the offer to the taxpayer in the form of
a consent.
• If the taxpayer wishes to accept the offer, the taxpayer signs the consent form and the case is
resolved.
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NY Tax Audits – Division of Tax Appeals

 Pleadings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The taxpayer has 90 days from the date of the conciliation order to appeal.
Argument must be presented in a petition.
Office of Counsel answers the petition.
Limited discovery.
Can agree to submit the case on briefs (by stipulation).
Can ask the other side for a request for admissions or for a bill of particulars.
Can subpoena documents or request depositions.
Purpose is to give the parties and the Division of Tax Appeals fair notice of matters in controversy.
Rule 3000.4(a).
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NY Tax Audits – Hot Audit Topics

 Residency Audits
• Domicile.
• Statutory Residency (183 days and permanent place of abode).
• Vacation home fact pattern, snowbirds.

 Sales and Use Tax Audits
• Software/online services
• Restaurants/cash businesses

 Sales of partnership interests
• Sales of an interest in a NY-based pass-through entity by a nonresident owner.
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NY’s Tax Whistleblower Law
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NY Tax Whistleblower Law – Overview

 Background
• In 2010 NY amended its False Claims Act to allow whistleblower suits in connection with state and
local taxes. See NY State Fin. Law § 187-194.
• As a result, individuals with evidence of tax fraud committed by businesses or wealthy individuals can
file suit in NY Supreme Court to recover fraudulently unpaid NY State or locality taxes, thus
circumventing the ordinary NY tax appeals process.

 Applicability
• Any person who “knowingly makes, uses, or causes to be made or used, a false record or statement
material to an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the state or a local government.” NY
State Fin. Law §189(1).
• Net income or sales of the person against whom the action is brought must equal or exceed
$1,000,000 for any taxable year for which an action is brought.
• The damages pleaded must exceed $350K. NY State Fin. Law § 189(4).
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NY Tax Whistleblower Law – Damages and Mechanics

 Damages
•
•
•
•

Fine of $6,000 - $12,000.
Treble damages – 3x the tax amount.
Costs and attorney’s fees.
10 year statute of limitations.

 Mechanics.
• Any person may bring a qui tam civil action for a violation of the above requirements on behalf of the
person and the people of the State of New York or a local government.
• Whistleblower serves a copy of the complaint and written disclosure of evidence and information on
the state.
• Attorney General’s Office investigates allegations and decides what role to play in the case.
• Attorney General’s Office can take over the case, decline to intervene, or move to dismiss (lots of
power and flexibility).
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NY Tax Whistleblower Law – Rewards and Protections for Whistleblower

 Rewards for Whistleblower
• 10% - 30% of the amount recovered.
• The amount depends on if the AG’s Office converts the proceeding, and the quality of the information
presented by the whistleblower (e.g., higher if the whistleblower discloses information not available on
public documents).

 Protections
• Anti-retaliation provision prevents an employer from discharging, demoting, suspending, or
threatening a whistleblower. See NY State Fin. Law § 191(1).
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NY Tax Whistleblower Law – Reported Settlements and Filings

 Representative Reported Settlements and Filings
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sprint - $330M settlement. Issue was whether tax needed to be collected on certain wireless plans.
Spa Castle - $2.5M payment. Under-reporting of revenue.
H. Huntsman - $250K settlement. Bespoke tailor not collecting sales tax on NY “trunk sales.”
Harbinger Capital - $70M settlement. Sourcing / apportionment out of NY for UBT purposes.
My Pillow - $1.1M. Sales tax not collected and reported on website sales.
Gagosian Gallery - $4.28M settlement. Tax not collected on art shipped out of state and transported
by contract carriers.
• Aby J. Rosen - $7M settlement. Purchases of artwork for personal enjoyment but resale certificates
provided.
• Bristol Myers Squibb - $6.2M settlement. NYS/NYC corporate income taxes not paid on a subsidiary
that at least arguably was PL 86-272 protected.
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NY Tax Whistleblower Law – Reported Settlements and Filings

 Significant Tax Whistleblower Cases that were Dismissed by Courts
• David Danon – in-house counsel barred by legal ethics rules from blowing the whistle against the
company he works for.
• Rasmusen – no knowingly false statement if financial institution relies on IRS administrative guidance
and claims NOLs based on that guidance.

 Pending Cases of Note
• Lawsuit filed. Allegation is that sales tax was not collected on rebate amounts.
• JP Morgan – Complaint alleges that the company did not pay interest to the state on unclaimed
property that was reported past the statutory deadline.
• Moodys – Several claims, but one is that a captive insurance company was knowingly and improperly
used to save NY taxes.
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Wrapping up
 Questions about:
•
•
•
•

Anything covered?
Anything not covered?
Anything to do with NYS or NYC taxes?
Anything to do with NY tax controversies?

 Contact Information for the Presenter
• Jeff Reed.
• jsreed@kilpatricktownsend.com
• (212) 775-8792
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